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SABRINA SIDDIQUI: There is screening in place for international travel but we've seen how
quickly variants can spread once they reach our shores. Does the science not suggest there should
at minimum be a testing requirement for domestic air travel? And if not, why not? 

DR. TONY FAUCI: Well, again, these kind of things we always talk about and consider. But
right now, I'm not so sure we need a testing for air travel in this country. I always get back to the
fact — is that people should wind up getting vaccinated and boosted if they're eligible for a
boost. I keep coming back to that because that's really the solution to this problem. 

(....)

2:04:55 p.m.
2 minutes and 29 seconds

JENNY LEONARD: Say, though, this is more — this proves more transmissible but less virulent
than delta. Would there be any public health benefit to furthering its spread by lifting travel
restrictions, for example, so it can out-compete the delta variant? 

FAUCI: You're talking about something really dangerous. You're talking about, let a lot of
people get infected to see if, in fact, you could protect them. That's something that, I think,
almost all infectious disease people with any knowledge of infectious disease would say that's not
a good idea. 

STEVEN PORTNOY: Dr. Fauci, we're firmly in the holiday season and a lot of Americans are
wondering if it's safe, even if they’ve been vaccinated, to go to a cocktail party, without a mask,
with a glass of eggnog in their hand. What's your advice to them? 

FAUCI: Well, the advice is what I follow myself and what I tell people to do, which is get
vaccinated — I’m going to get to your question, I'm not eluding it — get vaccinated, number one.
If you’re need — if you’re eligible for a boost, get boosted. And in a situation with the holiday
season, indoor-type settings with family that you know is vaccinated, people that you know, you
can feel safe with not wearing a mask and having a dinner, having a reception. But when you are
in a public, congregate setting in which you do not know the status of the vaccination of the
people involved, it is very prudent to wear a mask and that's what I do. 

JEN PSAKI: Peter.

BRIAN KAREM: Despite the eggnog? 

FAUCI: You know, obviously — I mean, unless you have a special kind of mask that I don't



know about. The fact is, sure, when you're eating and when you’re drinking, take the mask down.
But to the extent possible, keep it on when you're in an indoor, congregate setting.

PSAKI: Peter.

PETER DOOCY: Dr. Fauci, as you have advised the President about the possibility of new
testing requirements for people coming into this country, does that include everybody? 

FAUCI: The answer is yes, because you know that the new — new regulation, if you want to call
it that, is that anybody and everybody who’s coming into the country needs to get a test within 24
hours of getting on the plane to come here. 

DOOCY: But what about people who don't take a plane and just these border crossers coming in
in huge numbers? 

FAUCI: You know, that's a different issue. For example, when you talk — we still have Title 42
with regard to protection at the border, so there are protections at the border, that you don't have
the capability, as you know, of somebody getting on a plane, getting checked, looking at a
passport. We don't have that there, but we can get some degree of mitigation. 

DOOCY: Is there something to do to test these people somewhere else when they get here?

FAUCI: There is testing at the border under certain circumstances, as you know. 

(....)

2:09:05 p.m.
43 seconds

CHRIS MEGERIAN: Question about quarantining for international visitors. Would — do you
think international visitors, when they arrive, should quarantine on arrival for seven days,
regardless of vaccination status? 

FAUCI: Well, you know what, there were certain requirements for people who are — you're
talking about foreign visitors? 

MEGERIAN: Yes. Going forward, should this a new requirement.

FAUCI: Obviously they are, they have to get tested within — within 24 hours. And when they
come back, if they're not vaccinated, they have to be in quarantine — they're recommended for
quarantine and recommended to get a test within three days. 

MEGERIAN: You’re saying if they are vaccinated, I’m sorry?

FAUCI: Yes.



MEGERIAN: If they are vaccinated — 

FAUCI: No.

MEGERIAN: —  should they be quarantined? 

FAUCI: Well, again, we're going to get confused here. You’re talking about United States
citizens or you’re talking about anybody that comes into the country? 

MEGERIAN: Anybody from anywhere. 

FAUCI: I'm not sure what that's going to be. I think we'll just have to check with the CDC.

(....)

2:11:00 p.m.
34 seconds

SIMON ATEBA: Dr. Fauci, with all due respect, there’s zero cases of Covid — of omicron cases
in Zimbabwe, in Namibia, in Lesotho, in Mozambique. What justify — justify imposing a travel
ban on countries that have zero cases of the omicron variant? 

FAUCI: You know, that's a very good question, an important question. And we did struggle with
that. But we wanted to see if we could buy time temporarily, so I do hope that this gets sorted out
and lifted before it has any significant impact on your country. 

(....)

2:11:39 p.m.
1 minute and 32 seconds

PHIL WEGMANN: Last week, the governor of New York signed an executive order to postpone
elective hospital surgeries to prepare for the omicron variant. I know that you and your team are
being proactive as we try to learn more about this. But do you believe that some states might be
going too far, too quickly, before we know too much? 

FAUCI: You know, I don't really want to comment on the situation in individual states, because
there are so many factors from state to state that are different. I don't think it would be
appropriate for me to comment whether a state should or should not postpone elective surgeries. 

WEGMANN: And then the President said that we will defeat this variant of the coronavirus, not
with lockdowns or shutdowns, but based off of, you know, the tools that we have now. Is there
anything that we are, you know, taking into this new variant experience based off of some of the
— the adverse effects of some of those lockdowns? I mean, we just passed, I think, 100,000
overdose deaths for the first time ever. 



FAUCI: Yeah, I mean, first of all, we always discuss things that we might do to better our
preparation, better our response. That's something we discuss every single day. But right now,
what I've always said, and I'll continue to say, let's utilize and implement the tools that we have,
because if we had done that, if we had the overwhelming majority of people in this country
vaccinated, and those who needed to be boosted, boosted, our vulnerability would be much less
than it is right now.

(....)

Time N/A

MARY BRUCE: On the issue of quarantines, Dr. Fauci touched on this a bit, noting that they
still are a recommendation for some — 

PSAKI: Yeah.

BRUCE: — can you explain sorta why they aren’t being mandated or why that isn’t up for
consideration?

[PSAKI]

(....)

2:29:19 p.m.
3 minutes and 53 seconds

DOOCY: Happy Birthday.

PSAKI: Thank you.

DOOCY: The President talks about —

PSAKI: You better ask me a really hard question now. Otherwise —

DOOCY: Oh.

PSAKI: — conspiracy theories.

DOOCY: I’ve got, like, three. [ROOM LAUGHS] So, President Biden talks about how
respecting the rule of law is one of America’s most cherished values. Does that mean he’s going
to stop pushing for these vaccine mandates for workers now that federal courts are saying that
they don’t know if they’re legal.

PSAKI: Well, let’s just — let’s just clarify exactly what we’re talking about here. There are
vaccine requirements that — and testing — a lot of companies do — requirement for — to be



vaccinated or tested that companies across the country have been putting in place for months.
Recent polling by USA Today and other outlets have suggested that 60 percent of businesses are
moving forward on putting these requirements in place. You know why? Because it makes sure
they have a healthier workplace. It makes people feel more confident in going back to work,
something that a lot of employers, as they’re trying to hire, have had issues with and that they’re
moving forward in putting in place additional requirements or additional steps to protect their
workforce. That’s absolutely their right to do. There are court cases right now, something that the
Department of Justice is fighting and we are in confident in our ability, given it’s based on a 50-
year-old law — these OSHA requirements — and the implementation date is in early January.
But what should be clear to people out there is that private-sector companies, many of whom are
just putting place steps to protect their workforces, have every right to do that. That helps their
workforce. That helps the economy and that’s something we certainly support and advocate for
people doing.

DOOCY: Okay. And then the questions from earlier about messaging, what ever happened to
President Biden’s promise to shut down the virus?

PSAKI: We’re working on it, Peter.

DOOCY: There’s another variant here. Is the — is the idea that you want people now to kind of
wrap their heads around that the President, instead of shutting down the virus, is going to try to
help people live amidst the virus and go about their lives, but Covid is going to be here?

PSAKI: Well, Peter, what’s very important for people to understand, and all of you are
communicating to the public about what steps they can take to go back to normal or go back to
normal life, something everyday wants to do. We’re all sick and tired of this virus, but we need
approximately 20 percent of the population or more people that are currently vaccinated to go get
vaccinated and go get boosted. What we can do as a federal government is make those vaccines
free, make the boosters free, make them available. The President will talk more about what we’re
going to do tomorrow, but we need the American people to do more who are not vaccinated to
help us continue to fight the virus. 

DOOCY: And then, last one, a lot of talk about the first Trump-Biden debate, but at the second
one, in 2020, when roughly 220,000 Americans had already died of Covid, Joe Biden said about
Trump: “Anyone who is responsible for that many deaths should not remain as President of the
United States of America.” Is that still the standard now that more Americans have died under
President Biden then President Trump?

PSAKI: Well, I think the fundamental question here is what are you doing to save lives and
protect people? And the former President was suggesting people inject bleach. He apparently,
reportedly did not even share with people he was going to interact with that he had tested positive
for himself. He continued to provide a forum for misinformation, which probably led to people
not getting — not taking steps forward to protect themselves, to wear a mask, to eventually get
vaccinated. This President has made the vaccine widely available. He’s relied on the health —
the advice of his health and medical experts and he is trying to be a part of solving this crisis,



getting the pandemic under control, and I think there’s a pretty stark difference between their
approaches. [TO PETER ALEXANDER] Go ahead.

PETER ALEXANDER: Jen, some Democrats have been pushing the President to suspend the
federal gas tax as a way to show concern about inflation right now? Would President Biden
support or consider a suspension of the federal gas tax.

PSAKI: I’m not aware of that being under consideration.


